FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
Peter returned, dishevelled by the icy wind and dangling
three great pearl-grey geese by their necks. The bodies were
covered with an astonishing thickness of downy feathers, I
felt very much like a cave-woman and proud that our fire was
the only one over which game would be cooking that
evening. Peter affected a modest air as though such a bag
was quite the usual thing with him.
Everybody crowded round. The rifle was inspected and
the ecstasies began all over again, over the small size of the
bullets, and the marksman's skill. . . . There was a rush for
an empty cartridge case when it was thrown away. Li saved
us from a disaster at the last minute. Peter proposed to offer
one of the birds to the Prince. But the Prince's religion
forbade his eating geese. Dear, oh dear! The Mongols
barely approved of us—and now perhaps we had committed
a grave fault by shooting those birds? *
But a little old Tungan with a beard that blew about a
pointed chin, hastened to bleed the goose we gave him, in
accordance with Moslem law. He used to chatter like a
magpie and we called him the Bo'sun.
The Bo'sun, with nearly a dozen of his co-religionists, had
been sent by General Ma Bu-fang to wash the auriferous
sands of some Tibetan rivers, at a salary of eight dollars a
month. That was exciting. So there we were, travelling
companions in a most original gold-rush, wandering the
desolate regions of the Koko Nor! Failing ethnographical
treasures and rare birds, might we not make a fortune by
discovering a seam in the middle of Asia?
Our goose kept us late. Li showed no great enthusiasm
about plucking it. It was three hours in the saucepan before
it grew passably tender and it was by the light of the candle—
* When they go shooting, Mongols never fire at a beast if it be amongst
its fellows. It might be a sacred animal. But if it be alone, there is no need
for scruples, for an animal in which a reincarnated spirit is housed is never
abandoned by its followers.
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